manage your
corporate practice
at high speed.

When it
comes to running
a successful corporate
practice, speed and
accuracy are crucial.
Fast Company is a simple,
robust and cost-effective
solution that makes it
easy for you to manage
and organize all
aspects of
corporate
practice.

With Fast Company you only enter the corporate
information once. Simply click your mouse to
create your selected government forms, bylaws,
resolutions, minutes, ledgers, registers, share
certificates, and correspondence.
• Increase your efficiency by producing virtually every
document needed for incorporating and maintaining
Provincial and Federal corporations.
• Includes comprehensive support, upgrades and training.
• No obligation 30 day trial installation for new customers.

“After using Fast Company,
I was surprised at how
much more efficient I could
be and how easy the program
is to use. Doing annual
corporate work is a snap,
and updating registers,
ledgers and issuing shares
are no longer an issue,
even after numerous
redemptions for the same
client. The program is
awesome, and when I do
have to call in for help ,
the staff are unbelievably
helpful, very knowledgeable
and cheerful. I wish I had
this program years ago!”

Lisa Sparrow
Campbell, Marr LLP

Quick & Easy Data Entry

In Depth Corporate History

Data entry screens are clear, concise and uncluttered,

Fast Company maintains your complete corporate history,

enabling you to input your information for a new

enabling you to view entries before and after changes to

incorporation in about 15 minutes or effect a change

information as at a particular date. Entries can be viewed in

in the corporation easily (i.e. produce the necessary forms,

chronological order, and documents produced as of the date

registers, resolutions, and other needs for that change).

of an earlier change.

Fast Documents

Principals Database & Parent/Subsidiary Tree

Quickly create the required government forms, bylaws,

Keep tabs on relationships. You can track individuals in

resolutions, minutes, ledgers, registers, share certificates

the Principals Database and promptly generate a list
of corporations in which a particular person is (or has

and correspondence.

ever been) involved. By using Fast Company’s
Powerful Reporting

corporate Parent/Subsidiary Tree, you can graphically

Design and generate reports to your own specifications.

illustrate relationships between parent and subsidiary

For example, create a list of all active corporations and

companies and shareholding details.

sort them according to fiscal year end. Then you simply
instruct Fast Company to prepare the annual resolutions for

Flexible View of Corporate Data

that entire group of corporations.

View information the way you want it: by fiscal year end,
share transaction dates, active corporations and more.

Streamlined Registrations & Filings

Fast Company automatically applies its knowledge of

Keep track of a multitude of corporate items and promptly

corporate changes and generates professional and accurate

generate reports with expiry dates across an entire

documents.

corporate practice.
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READERS’

CHOICE

PRACTICE AREAS SPECIFIC
SOFTWARE/SOLUTIONS CORPORATE LAW

For the fourth consecutive year, Fast Company has been awarded
a Canadian Lawyer Readers’ Choice Award by legal professionals across
Canada who voted for their preferred practice management software.

Get started today with a no obligation 30 day trial. It’s really that simple.
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Since 1989, DoProcess has focused exclusively on serving the Canadian legal community. Today, DoProcess is the #1 provider of
practice specific software for law offices in Canada. Over 15,000 practitioners trust DoProcess applications to manage more than
1.4 million transactions annually. We understand how hard legal professionals work and that’s why everything we do is designed
to help them complete transactions faster and provide superior service to their clients.

Sales & Customer Support
Toll Free 1.866.367.7648

E sales@doprocess.com
E inquiries@doprocess.com

doprocess.com

